
Co-Creative Storytelling Workshops &

Program to Unleash the Power of Imagination

At Quests-Inc, we harness the boundless power of imagination to inspire wellbeing and
unity. Guided by our lead storyteller, participants step into the shoes of key characters
from fictional stories. Through immersive exploration, interaction, and self-discovery, they
cultivate a champion mindset that fuels personal growth and collective empowerment.

"Imagination is more important than knowledge. Knowledge is limited. Imagination
encircles the world." - Albert Einstein

The Transformative Influence of Storytelling: Stories aren't just tales—they're pathways
to understanding, connection, and growth. They bridge gaps, inspire trust, and motivate
united action. Stories breathe life into language, fostering trust, compassion, and
empathy. They encourage collaboration and shape social behavior, forging deep
connections among individuals.

Harnessing Storytelling for Empowerment: Our workshops are designed to leverage
storytelling's potent impact. We intertwine storytelling with role-playing, where
participants embody fictional characters, creating a strong, lasting connection. As they
navigate an imaginative realm, their choices influence the storyline, mirroring real-life
possibilities, and sparking dopamine-driven motivation.

Benefits of Our Workshops: Our approach merges the strengths of storytelling and
role-playing, fostering lasting connections and transformational experiences:

★ Step into Different Shoes: Develop empathy for diverse lifestyles & perspectives.
★ Strategic Thinking: Tackle complex challenges by crafting imaginative solutions.
★ Unity through Understanding: Strengthen team bonds through shared narratives.
★ Creative Safe Space: Encourage bold exploration beyond comfort zones.
★ Limitless Imagination: Explore endless scenarios, fostering innovative thinking.
★ Collective Achievement: Collaborate on goals, stories, and memories.
★ Confidence and Resilience: Foster self-assuredness through shared triumphs.

Unlock your team's potential, cultivate empathy, and inspire innovation through
Quests-Inc's immersive workshops. Join us in the journey of self-discovery, unity, and
empowerment.

Contact us to Unlock the Power of Co-Creative Storytelling Today!

www.Quests-inc.com / Michael@quests-inc.com

http://www.quests-inc.com
mailto:Michael@questsinc.com
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1. Protagonist Level 1: Engage in Self-Discovery and Team Integration Half-Day

● Enhance Engagement Through Co-Creative Storytelling
● Integrate Personal Narratives for Stronger Bonds
● Reward the Journey of Self-Expression and Unity

2. Protagonist Level 2: Full-Day Workshop

● Unleash Your Inner Hero: Empowerment and Growth
● Explore Present Mindset and Self-Awareness
● Cultivate Inner Wisdom and Guidance
● Reflect on Personal and Team Quests

3. Hero Program: Elevate Awareness and Collaboration Full-Day Workshops

● Build Characters and Narratives Through Storytelling
● Uncover Team's Collective Mindset
● Foster Self-Awareness and Team Insight
● Craft the Path Ahead as Empowered Heroes

4. Champion Program: Elevate Your Team’s Potential - 4 to 6 Recurring Sessions:

● Transform Personally and as a Team
● Elevate Awareness, Self-Mastery, and Growth
● Become Champions in Your Endeavors

Awareness Module: Enhance Self-Understanding and Focus

● Develop Self-Awareness and Focus
● Navigate Inner Guidance and Wisdom
● Regain Control Over Emotions and Thoughts

Unlock co-creative storytelling's potential with Quests-Inc. Explore self-awareness,
collaboration, and empowerment. Elevate team dynamics and become champions of
success. Contact us to choose a program aligned with your team’s goals. Let’s create a
transformative experience together.

Contact us to Unlock the Power of Co-Creative Storytelling Today!

www.Quests-inc.com / Michael@quests-inc.com
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Quests-inc’s Awareness modules

These modules empower personal growth, enhance self-awareness, and contribute to
effective teamwork. Incorporate these practices to enrich your co-creative storytelling
journey and improve your well-being.

★ Characterization of Self: Explore self-awareness through IQMM Self-Assessment.
★ Great Team Meetings: Apply inner insights to team interactions.
★ Surface Thought Exploration: Practice active listening beyond thoughts and

emotions.
★ Forest of Self: Visualize your mind as a thriving ecosystem
★ The Great Council of Self: Trace the origins of your thoughts and emotions.
★ The Emperor of Self: Regain control over emotions and thoughts.

Imagine a character - Characterization of Self Explore the depths of self-awareness
through our innovative Self-Assessment Tool, utilizing IQIM (Inner Quests Imagination
Method). As you create the character you'll embody during our co-creative storytelling
workshops, you'll embark on a journey of self-discovery. This tool allows us to truly
understand ourselves, bridging the gap between who we are and who we aspire to be.
Through practice, we delve deeper, asking the right questions, and continuously
evolving.

Great Team Meetings - Apply Within Teams Practice teamwork and communication in a
setting that resonates with the concept of the Great Team Meeting. Just as you engage
with your inner self, this exercise will improve collaboration, encourage efficient
meetings, and foster a sense of unity among team members.

Surface Thought Exploration - Beyond the Surface Engage in the Surface Thought
Exercise, a practice that encourages active listening beyond the realms of thoughts and
emotions. This exercise provides a fresh perspective, enabling you to see the bigger
picture and explore your mind in the present moment. Take this exercise with you and
integrate it into your daily routine for profound insights.

Forest of Self-Cultivating Awareness Imagine your mind as a forest, where every
thought and feeling is a seed waiting to grow. With the Forest of Self, you'll group your
surface thoughts, becoming the main pillar in the present moment of self-awareness.

Contact us to Unlock the Power of Co-Creative Storytelling Today!

www.Quests-inc.com / Michael@quests-inc.com
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What trees have you been nurturing? What does your mental forest look like? Explore its
roots and understand that what you cultivate inevitably grows.

The Great Council of Self - Understanding Your Essence Visualise a place deep within
the forest where all energies converge - the Great Council of Self. Here, you'll gain a
profound understanding of yourself, tracing the origins of your thoughts and emotions.
This insight empowers you to adapt and thrive in the workplace, enhancing your
interactions with others.

The Emperor of Self-Regain Control In the heart of the forest stands a throne, a meeting
place where all elements of your being convene and influence you. This is the Emperor
of Self, a symbolic representation of your ability to govern your thoughts and emotions.
Listen to every thought, create space, and take control of your emotional responses.

These tools offer valuable insights into your inner world, enabling personal growth and
effective team dynamics. As you journey through our co-creative storytelling workshops,
incorporate these practices to amplify self-awareness, empowerment, and harmonious
collaboration.

Unlock the potential of co-creative storytelling with Quests-Inc. Embark on a
transformative experience that blends imagination, self-awareness, and teamwork.

Awareness modules included in each program:

Awareness Module/
Program

Protagonist level 2 Hero Program Champion

Characterisation of Self ✔ ✔ ✔

The Great team meeting ✔ ✔ ✔

Surface thought exploration ✔ ✔

Forest of Self ✔

Great council ✔

Emperor of self ✔

Contact us to Unlock the Power of Co-Creative Storytelling Today!
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Protagonist Level 1 ➢ Enhance Engagement Through
Co-Creative Storytelling

➢ Integrate Personal Narratives for
Stronger Bonds

➢ Reward the Journey of
Self-Expression and Unity

➢ Unleash Your Team's
Potential with Co-Creative
Storytelling Workshops!

➢ Half Day program
➢ £195 per delegate.

Protagonist Level 2 ➢ Unleash Your Inner Hero:
Empowerment and Growth

➢ Explore Present Mindset and
Self-Awareness

➢ Cultivate Inner Wisdom and
Guidance

➢ Reflect on Personal and Team
Quests

➢ Transform and Elevate Your
Team's Abilities

➢ Full Day program
➢ £250 per delegate

Hero
➢ Build Characters and Narratives

Through Storytelling
➢ Uncover Team's Collective Mindset
➢ Foster Self-Awareness and Team

Insight
➢ Craft the Path Ahead as

Empowered Heroes

➢ Elevate Collaboration and
Awareness as Empowered
Heroes.

➢ Full Day
➢ £350 per delegate

Champion
➢ Transform Personally and as a

Team
➢ Elevate Awareness, Self-Mastery,

and Growth
➢ Become Champions in Your

Endeavors

➢ Enhance Focus and Control for
Success.

➢ 4 to 6 recurring session
➢ Request a quote

Contact us to Unlock the Power of Co-Creative Storytelling Today!
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